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Abstract 

Intelligent Interference Management for Dense Femtocellular 

Networks 

To meet the future demand of high data rates in wireless communication with improved 

indoor coverage we need a promising new technology. In searching such a new technology, 

femtocellular technology is one of the promising alternatives, having a low power small 

cellular base station termed as the femto-access-point FAP). This new technology has some 

unique features such as it provides good signal quality for the indoor users for supporting 

high data-rate communication with improved coverage, network capacity, and quality of 

service. The extreme goal of the ferntocellular technology is highly dense femtocellular 

deployments, which will require significant degree of self-organization with some intelligent 

cnfiguration to mitigate interference effects, random unwanted handover, and high level of 

outage probability. The conventional FAP transmits small power continuously but fernto-user 

does not stay all the time at home or office. So, continuous transmission of this FAP power 

cause high interference effect when fcmtocells are deployed densely. To gain control over 

this continuous power transmission of femtocell this thesis proposes two operational power 

modes for FAPs which is a new idea of on-demand service connectivity (ODSC) in femtocell 

termed as low-power femto-idle-mode (FIM) and high-power femto-active-mode (FIM) 

system. When femto-users are trying to get service from FAP, then FAP automatically 

changes its mode frorn low power idle mode to high power active mode otherwise FAP 

remains in idle mode and transmits beacons only in regular intervals. In this intelligent way, 

FAP transmits low power in idle mode and give less interference effect. The dense 

deployment of fcmtocell with the proposed ODSC scheme can solve the low level of signal-

to-noise plus interference ratio (SNTR) and throughput problems in the rnultistoricd building 

or home environment. The SNIR level, throughput, probability of outage, and probability of 

activeness of a FAP are analyzed. The simulation results show that the proposed ODSC 

scheme in femtocdll deployment significantly enhances performance of the SNIR level, 

throughput, probability of outage, and reduces the probability of activeness of a FAP having 

no user in the multistoried building or home environment. 
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Chapter 1 

4 

Introduction 

In recent period femtocellular network system has widened the horizon of new research areas. 

Femtocell is a low cost, more reliable, less power utilizing network deployment planning for 

future cellular system with a small coverage area. The growth in wireless capacity is 

exemplified by this observation from Martin Cooper of Arraycomm: "The wireless capacity 

has doubled every 30 months over the last 104 years." This translates into an approximately 

million fold capacity increase since 1957. Breaking down these gains show a 25x 

improvement from wider spectrum, a 5x improvement by dividing the spectrum into smaller 

slices, a 5x improvement by designing better modulation schemes, and a whopping I 600x 

gain through reduced cell sizes and transmit distance. The enormous gains reaped from 

srhaller cell sizes arise from efficient spatial reuse of spectrum or, alternatively, higher area 

spectral efficiency. The main problem in this continued microization of cellular networks is 

that the network infrastructure for doing so is expensive. A recent development is fenitocells, 

also called fernto-access points FAPs), which are short-range low-cost low-power base 

stations (BSs) installed, by the consumer for better indoor voice and data reception. The user-

installed device communicates with the cellular network over a broadband connection such as 

digital subscriber line (DSL), cable modem, or a separate radio frequency (RF) backhaul 

channel. While conventional approaches require dual-mode handsets to deliver both in-home 

and mobile services, an in-home femtocell deployment promises fixed mobile convergence 

with existing handsets. Compared to other techniques for increasing system capacity, such as 

distributed antenna systems and microcells, the key advantage of femtocells is that there is 

very little upfront cost to the service provider. Studies on wireless usage show that, more than 

50 percent of all voice calls and more than 70 percent of data traffic originate indoors. Voice 

networks are engineered to tolerate low signal quality, since the required data rate for voice 

signals is very low, on the order of 10 kb/s or less. Data networks, on the other hand, require 

much higher signal quality in order to provide the multimegabit per second data rates. For 

indoor devices, particularly at the higher carrier frequencies likely to be deployed in many 

wireless broadband systems, attenuation losses will make high signal quality and hence high 

data rates very difficult to achieve. This raises the obvious question: why not encourage the 

end user to install a short-range low-power link in these locations? This is the essence of the 

win-win of the femtbcell approach. The subscriber is happy with the higher data rates and 

reliability; the operator reduces the amount of traffic on their expensive macrocell network, 

and can focus its resources on truly mobile users. But all the femtocell deployment plan deal 
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with the conventional or reference or single power mode or continuous service connectivity or 

existing or other or without proposed scheme or typical FAP power transmission rate and 

which is continuous power transmission. However all the time users are not stays in home or 

office. During outdoor period of user resource gets wastage due to continuous power 

transmission of FAP. To avoid this wastage of valuable radio resource on-demand power 

transmission by FAP is required and which is proposed through FAP on-demand service 

connectivity (ODSC) scheme having feature of dual power mode FAP service for user to 

reduce the interference effect in dense deployment of femtocell in overlaid macrocell 

network. 

1.1 Problem statement 

Femtocell has a low coverage area placed indoor to improve coverage in home 

environment in association with existing macrocell network. As femtocell existed in 

macrocell, there are some technical, regulatory, and business issues to be solved. In the 

macrocell network equipped with femtocell the technical issues are such as interference 

mitigation, frequency management between macrocell and femtocells, end-to-end quality of 

service (QoS) provisioning to the users, handover (HO) and mobility management. Proper 

frequency allocation, would allow largest utilization of the valuable radio spectrum and the 

highest level of user's quality of experience (QoE). Specifically, appropriate interference 

management, implemented with suitable frequency allocation, increases the system capacity, 

reduces the unwanted HOs and probability of outage, and increases the frequency utilization. 

Although the interference in a femtocellular network cannot be fully eliminated, it is possible 

to reduce the interference to within a reasonable range by proper management. Now to 

manage interference, we should consider the effect of continuous power transmission for both 

femtocell and macrocell of existing system. Femtocell transmits less power compared to 

macrocell. But this small power of fcmtoccll may cause severe interference in the system. 

This is because of accumulation of femtocells typical continuous transmission of power, when 

femtocells have deployed densely in the overlaid macrocell. If we have control over femtocell 

continuous transmission of power, then the effect of interference would be negligible caused 

by the continuous transmission of power of femtocells. Proposed ODSC scheme is based on 

this important issue. In ODSC scheme, femt.o-user-equipment (FUE) gets service from FAP 

when FUE enerate demands for it but FAP response about serving that FUE is also depends 

on operational power modes of FAP. There are two operational power modes such as femto-

idle-mode (FIM) which is the low power operational mode (self/network service providing 

mode) and femto-activc-mode (FAM) which is the high operational power mode (user service 

providing mode) of FAP in ODSC scheme. The advantage of two operational modes of FAP 
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is much than typical single power mode of FAP. While FIM state of FAP, FAP transmits less 

power and thus the effect of interference is less possible to occur. This is due to the fact that, 

in a day FAP is not required to give service all the time. Most of the time in a day, FAP 

remain in out of service. So, with proposed ODSC scheme more efficient dense deployment 

of femtoccll is possible with less interference effect by keeping more FAPs in FTM. On the 

other hand, FAP can change its mode from FIM to FAM according to user request. FUE can 

request for service only at its active mode state. In the active mode of FUE, FUE is switched 

on and user attempting to make use of it. Besides this active state of FUE, there are two more 

states of FUE considered in the proposed ODSC scheme. These are idle state (FUE remains 

only switched on) and detached state (FUE remains switched off). The idle state of FUE does 

not send any service request to PAP. So FAP does not change its mode having idle FUR in its 

coverage area. Detached state of FUE also does not affect the mode of PAP. Only active state 

of FUE makes request of service to FAP and FAP changes its mode from FIM to FAM when 

FAP is initially in FIM or remains in FAM if FAP is initially in FAM. 

1.1.1 Literature review 

Before introducing proposed ODSC scheme for ferntocell technology there are different 

existing literatures associating ferntocell deployment successfully into existing macrocell 

infrastructure and among those literatures different strategies used in fenitocells are given 

below: 

In [1], a wireless interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) network deploying 

both macrocellular base stations (MBSs) and FAPs, where it is assumed that FAPs have wired 

backhaul such as cable or DSL and operate on the same frequency band as MBSs. Here, 

1' 
significant areal capacity (throughput per unit area) gain can be achieved via intense spatial 

reuse of the wireless spectram. In addition, FAPs improves indoor coverage, where the MBS 

signal may he weak, by the gains in capacity and coverage offered by ferntocells. 

In (2), various femtocellular network deployment scenarios, and a number of frequency 

allocation schemes to mitigate the interference and to increase the spectral efficiency of the 

macrocell and femtocell integrated network is proposed. These schemes include: shared 

frequency band, dedicated frequency band, sub-frequency band, static frequency-reu;e, and 

dynamic frequency-reuse. An analytical model is derived to analyze in details the users 

probability of outage, and the performance of the proposed schemes is compared using 

numerical analysis. 

In [3],  the technical and business arguments for femtocells are overviewed. Also the 

technical challenges facing femtocell networks and give some preliminary ideas for how to 

overcome them is described. 

In [4], new application of the ferntocell technology is proposed. The femtocells are 
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deployed in the vehicular environment. Short distance between the user and the FAP provides 

better signal quality. The inside FAPs are connected to the core network through the outside 

macrocellular networks or the satellite networks with one stronger transceiver is installed at 

outside the vehicle. This stronger transceiver is connected to FAPs using wired connection 

and to MBS or the satellite access networks through wireless link. Here, the capacity and the 

outage probability are analyzed and the proposed mobile femtocell deployment significantly 

enhances the service quality of mobile users in the vehicular environment. 

In [51, an overview of WiMAX femtocell requirements, deployment models, and 

solutions in the near and long terms is presented. 

In [6], different frequency deployment and access strategies for femtocells are explored, 

and their impact on the performance of both the femtocells and existing macrocellular 

networks is investigated. Options such as shared, partially shared, and separate carrier 

deployments with private and public access are discussed. For shared carrier operation, the 

impact on the coverage, probabilities of blocking, and capacity is investigated based on 

scenario data from real deployments using the Alcatel-Lucent Ocelot coverage engine, which 

includes sophisticated models for various wireless technologies including the Universal 

Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) and high speed downlink (DL) packet access 

(HSDPA). Here, for public access co-channel operation of femtocells and macrocells is 

feasible without causing coverage problems due to the increased interference is shown. For 

private access, co-channel operation results in dead zones and reduced coverage probability 

for proximate mobile terminals with no access to those femtocells. This problem can be 

resolved by using partially shared carriers with a "clean" macroccil carrier for affected mobile 

devices, or a separate carrier deployment. 

In [7], the major issue of mobility management for the integrated fcmtoccll/macrocell 

network is presented. A novel algorithm to create a neighbor cell list with a minimum, but 

appropriate, number of cells for handover is proposed. Also detailed handover procedures and 

a novel traffic model for the integrated femtocelL/macrocell network are proposed. Here, the 

proposed call admission control (CAC) effectively handles various calls. The importance of 

the integrated fennocell/macrocell network and the performance improvement of the proposed 

schemes are shown and for dense femtocells this scheme will be very effective for those in 

research and industry to implement. 

In [8],  the performance of two-tier femtocell networks with co-channel femtocell 

deployment while considering cellular geometry and cross-tier interference in DL is 

investigated. Here, derivation of the per-tier probability of outage by introducing a simplified 

mathematical model that provides closely approximate femtocell interference distribution is 

provided. Based on the probability of outage analysis, also derivation of the transmission 

capacity that represents the total capacity of the co-channel two-tier networks with outage 
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constraints is given. An accurate characterization of the outage probability and the 

transmission capacity, accounting for the density of randomly scattered femtocells and 

fcintocell transmission power is also shown. 

To quantify near-far effects with universal frequency reuse, [91 derived a fundamental 

relation providing the largest feasible cellular signal-to-noise plus interference ratio (SNIR), 

given any set of feasible femtocell SNTRs. Here, provided a link budget analysis which 

enables simple and accurate performance insights in a two-tier network. A distributed utility 

based SNIR adaptation at femtocells is proposed in order to alleviate cross-tier interference at 

the macrocell from co-channel femtocells. The Foschiui-Miljanic (FM) algorithm is a special 

case of the adaptation. Each femtocell maximizes their individual utility consisting of a SNIR 

based reward less an incurred cost (interference to the macrocell). 

In [10],  two interference mitigation strategies that adjust the maximum transmit power of 

femtocell users to suppress the cross-tier interference at a MBS are proposed. The open-loop 

and the closed-loop control suppress the cross-tier interference less than a fixed threshold and 

an adaptive threshold based on the noise and interference level at the MBS, respectively. Both 

schemes effectively compensate the uplink (UL) throughput degradation of the MBS due to 

the cross-tier interference and that the closed-loop control provides better femtocell 

throughput than the open-loop control at a minimal cost of macrocell throughput. 

In [11], descriptions of the requirements and architecture for the self organizing network 

(SON) functions within the operations, administration and maintenance (OAM) system are 

given. SON includes provision of infrastructure for SON, in the OAM system are enabling 

SON operations, providing SON capabilities (each of which can either be distributed or 

centralized) within the OAM infrastructure, including their management, accessing to SON 

relevant attributes, identifying of SON relevant measurements, accessing to and transferring 

of SON relevant measurements, and transferring of SON relevant alarms. 

In [121, a self-optimized coverage coordination scheme for two-tier femtocell networks, 

in which a femtocell BS adjusts the transmit power based on the statistics of the signal and the 

measured interference power at a femtocell DL is proposed. Furthermore, an analytic 

expression is derived for the coverage probability of leakage that a femtocell coverage area 

leaks into an outdoor macrocell, by which the proposed scheme provides sufficient indoor 

fcmtocell coverage and that the femtoccll coverage does not leak into an outdoor macrocell. 

In [13],  interference management techniques for both DL and UL of femtocells operating 

based on third generation partnership project (3GPP) release 7 standards which are also 

known as high spccd packet access plus (HSPA+). Femtocell carrier selection and femtocell 

DL transmit power self-calibration are proposed as key interference management methods for 

DL. For UL interference management, adaptive attenuation at the femtocell and limiting the 

transmit power of the femtocell users are proposed. Different interference models and their 



analysis are presented. Here, coverage performance and capacity results are presented to 

quantify the benefits of femtocells. In addition to coverage enhancements, significant capacity 

improvements are achieved on both DL and UL when fenitocells are deployed in third 

generation (3G) UMTSIHSPA+ networks is demonstrated. 

In [141, deployable various possible femtocell network scenarios are presented. Here, the 

dynamic frequency re-use scheme to mitigate interference for fcmtoccll deployment is 

proposed. For highly dense femtocells, the functionalities of SON based femtocell network 

architecture are also proposed. The probability of outage of a ferntocell user is analyzed in 

details. 

In [15],  a power control method for pilot and data channels in UMTS networks that 

ensures a constant coverage femtocell radius is introduced. Each fenitocell sets its power to a 

value that on average is equal to the power received from the closest macrocell at a target 

femtocell radius. 

In [16], the approach towards the RF related issues are described. 

In [17], performance of frequency allocation schemes in forthcoming orthogonal 

frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)-based systems is studied. These systems 

include WiMAX and 3G long term evolution (LTE). Here, the capacity of the system using a 

Markov model is calculated and taking into account the inter-cell interference and its impact 

on the adaptive modulation. By applying the Markov model four frequency allocation 

schemes, namely reuse 1, reuse 3, and static and dynamic mixes of reuse I and 3 are 

compared. Also a fifth scheme, called partial isolation and proposed for 3G LTE systems, that 

uses different transmission powers in the different frequency bands, in order to reduce 

interference at cell edge is presented. The partial isolation scheme outperforms all the others, 

especially in the DL, as it combines the advantage of the reuse I scheme (large overall 

throughput) with that of the mix of reuses 1 and 3 (good cell-edge performance). 

In 1181, a dynamic fractional frequency reused cell architecture that simplifies the 

problem of subcarrier allocation with frequency reuse in multi-cell OFDMA networks is 

proposed. The architecture divides the cell surface into two overlapping geographical regions 

and orthogonally allocates subcarriers, which are called super and regular group of 

subcarriers, to the regions. The proposed architecture allows a frequency reuse factor of 1 

with reduced inter-cell interference and increased trunking gain, while satisfying minimum 

data rate requirements. Also an efficient hierarchical solution is given to realize the proposed 

architecture. The solution first allocates subcarriers to the groups so that long term 

performance is maximized and next opportunistically schedules subcarriers to the users. The 

opportunistic scheduling is performed at the BSs considering the fairness requirements of the 

users. 

In [19],  OFDMA interference related issues in femtocell are presented. 
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In [20],  a method for coverage adaptation for UMTS networks that uses information on 

mobility events of passing and indoor users is presented. Each femtocell sets is power to a 

value that on average minimizes the total number of attempts of passing users to connect to 

such femtocell. 

In [21],  interference management related issues in UMTS femtocell are presented. 

In [22], an interference avoidance scheme is proposed for LTE DL that uses dynamic 

inter-cell coordination facilitated through X2 interface among neighboring evolved universal 

terrestrial radio access network (UTRAN) Node Bs (LTE BSs). Proposed scheme is evaluated 

by extensive simulations and compared with a number of reference schemes available in the 

literature. It has been observed that the proposed scheme attains superior performance in 

terms of cell-edge and sector throughput compared to those in the reference schemes. 

In [23],  to mitigate IJL interference, a distributed and self-organizing femtocell 

management architecture is proposed, called the Complementary TRi-control Loops (CTRL), 

that consists of three control loops to determine (1) maximum transmit power of femtocell 

users based on the feedback macrocell load margin for protection of the macrocell TJL 

communications; (2) target SNIRs of femtocell users to reach a Nash equilibrium; and (3) 

instantaneous transmit power of femtocell users to achieve the target SNIRs against bursty 

interference from other nearby users. CTRL requires neither special hardware nor change to 

the radio resource management (RRM) of existing macrocells, thus facilitating non-disruptive 

(hence seamless) penetration of femtocells. Also, CTRL guarantees convergence in the 

presence of environmental changes and delayed feedback. Here, evaluation is shown CTRL to 

successfully preserve the macrocell users' service quality under highly dynamic user 

transmission conditions and be able to make a tradeoff between macrocell and femtocell 

capacities. 

Cellular system operators are identified the critical need for standardization of femtocell 

devices and their associated interfaces into the operators' core networks as a critical 

requirement for the success of femtocell products. Driven by this demand, the 

UMTSIUTRAN standards community is undertaken a large-scale and comprehensive effort to 

specify such standards for femiocell devices and systems that are based on the 

TJMTSIHSDPA/ high speed UL packet access (HSUPA) family of radio access technologies. 

In [24], those standardization activities are described and an overview for the femtocell 

system architecture is provided that has been developed within 3GPP. 

In [25],  a novel dynamic interference avoidance scheme is presented that makes use of 

inter-cell coordination in order to prevent excessive inter-cell interference, especially for cell 

or sector edge users that are most affected by inter-cell interference, with minimal or no 

impact on the network throughput. The proposed scheme is comprised of a two-level 

algorithm - one at the BS level and the other at a central controller to which a group of 
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neighboring BSs are connected. Here, the proposed scheme outperforms the reference 

schemes, in which either coordination is not employed (reuse of 1) or employed in a static 

manner (reuse of 3 and fractional frequency reuse), in terms of cell edge throughput with a 

minimal impact on the network throughput and with some increase in complexity. 

In [26], a unified foundation for understanding and building any wireless network such as 

a true systems approach to wireless networking; air interference design and network 

operation; planning, mobility management, radio resources, power management, and security; 

and 3G, WLANs, Bluetooth, wireless geo-location, and more are presented. 

The above strategies illustrating about interference management, frequency planning, cell 

edge performance improvement, probability of outage reduction, handover management, 

power control schemes are not able to eliminate femtocell related problem alone. As a new 

technology, FAP continuous service scheme transmit high power all the time cause fcmtoccll 

deployment costly for end users. For this reason more interference effect exists in the 

femtocell network. The ultimate goal of femtocell deployment is to install femtocell densely 

with low interference effect. To support the huge amount of wireless user demand of wireless 

network facilities ODSC scheme is required with proper frequency planning, because radio 

spectrum is limited and costly so more existing radio resource utilization is cost effective. 

1.2 Research objectives 

In the present research work the main goal is to propose an intelligent approach for 

optimizing the performance of existing femtocellular communication system including the 

enhancement of network capacity, mitigation of interference in the presence of ODSC scheme 

with FIM and FAM. This thesis paper addresses following research issues: 

1.2.1 On-demand issues in femtocellular networks 

A standalone femtocell or group of small networks of femtocells may be deployed in 

existing macrocell network. FAP transmit continuous power all the time in the continuous 

service connectivity scheme. For this reason more interference effect exists in the ferntocell 

network. The ultimate goal of femtocell deployment is to install femtocell densely with low 

interference effect. To support the huge amount of wireless user demand of wireless network 

facilities ODSC scheme of FAP should be preferred, because radio spectrum is limited and 

costly so more existing radio resource utilization means more system efficiency with low 

wastage of resource. ODSC is a FAP service technique to femto-users when any particular 

user is demanding to get served by requested particular FAP. 
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1.2.2 Intelligently interference mitigation and unwanted HO reduction in 

femtocellular networks 
4'  

More interference is likely possible to occur in the existing wireless network due to 

increased demand of wireless user group, which in turns causes the problem of frequent 

unwanted HO. These two problems can be reduced intelligently by applying ODSC scheme 

where femtocell serves its users when demand is created for it. In this ODSC scheme before 

demand creation FAP stays in low-power FIM and searching for any active femto-user which 

may request to get served by the FAP. Since low power state of the FAP causes less 

possibility of interference occurrence, hence proposed ODSC scheme is more efficient for 

dense femtocell network deployment. Besides this, when demand is created for any FAP by 

active femto-user, FAP changes its mode from idle to active with more power transmission 

state to serve that service requesting femto-user. The mode transition of FAP in ODSC 

scheme depends on users demand and automatic which causes less interference intelligently. 

1.2.3 Probability of outage reduction of the femtocell users 

QoS degradation of end users originates more when outage occurs. When more 

interference in the wireless network more outage problem is there for the users of that 

network. Besides this, frequent unwanted HOs also increase the probability of outage for the 

users. By applying proposed ODSC scheme probability of outage can be reduced along with 

interference and unwanted HOs problems. 

1.3 Thesis outline 

The rest of this thesis paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 shows the femtocell 

overview, advantages of femtocell, technical challenges of femtocell, and types of femtocell 

deployment with macrocell. Interference in femtocell, different scenarios of interference in 

femtocell, sources of interference, effect of interference in femtocell, different interference 

mitigation techniques, and interference effect of dense femtocell deployment are discussed in 

chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides proposed ODSC scheme with pictorial and tabular points of 

view, basic architecture, and working process of proposed ODSC scheme. Also comparison 

between ODSC scheme and existing (continuous FAP service) scheme is given in this 

chapter. Mathematical analysis such as SNTR and capacity analysis for the proposed ODSC 

scheme is shown in Chapter 5. Besides this probability of outage and probability of activeness 

of FAP of ODSC scheme are also given here. Chapter 6 provides the SNIR level 

performance, throughput performance, probability of outage observation and probability of 

FAP activeness observation through simulation results. Finally, discussion and 

recommendations; future work are drawn in the concluding Chapter 7. 



Chapter 2 

Femtocell Overview 

Femtocell is a low cost, more reliable, less power utilizing network deployment planning for 

future cellular system with a small coverage area. The wireless engineel-ing community has 

been searching for low-cost indoor coverage solutions since the beginning of mobile 

networks. Fenitocellular network technology is one of such solutions. The FAPs enhance the 

service quality for the indoor mobile users. Fig. 2.1 shows the simple femtocell network 

integration with macrocell by establishing communication between femto-gateway (FGW) of 

femtocellular network and core network (CN) of macrocellular network. In the following 

figure we can sec the fcmtocell network side comprised of FUEs, FAPs, connection medium, 

such as DSL and internet service provider (ISP), of FAPs to the femto-gateway (FGW) to 

establish integration with existing macrocell network system. FUEs are getting served 

through respective FAPs. Here, one FAP is connected with FGW by cable TVIDSL and the 

other one is connected to FGW through internet/ISP. Again in the macrocell network side of 

Fig. 2.1, it can be seen that it consists of macro-user-equipments (MUEs), MBSs, radio 

network controller (RNC), and CN. MUEs are getting their service from respective MBSs 

through communication between RNC and CN. This CN of existing macrocell network has 

FUE 
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Femtocell Network 
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FUE 
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Macrocell Network 
N, CN 

MBS/NodeB I RNC 

Fig. 2.1. Example of femtoccllular network integration with macrocelmular network (simplified). 
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established further conimunication link with FGW. Thus, in a simple way, the two different 

wireless network system can co-exists and maintains seamless HOs for their respective users. 

2.1 Advantages of femtocell 

Femtocells operate in the spectrum which is licensed for cellular service providers thus, it 

can provide high performance. Here, the key feature of the femtocell technology is that, user 

do not require any new FUE. Ferntocellular technology does not use any dual mode terminal, 

but wireless local area network (WLAN) uses dual mode terminal. One of the key advantages 

of the femtoccllular technology is that, it uses the similar frequency band which is used by the 

macrocellular networks. However, the use of the same frequency spectrum can also cause 

interference if no necessary interference management scheme is introduced into the network 

design, infrastructure, and the future extension plan. Some advantages of femtocell network 

deployed in association with macrocell are as follows: 

• Improve coverage: In home located far from macrocell or in a multistoried building, 

MBS network causes the connectivity problem to wireless cellular users. To avoid 

network related problem femtocell deployment in remote or high locations under any 

macrocell is a promising solution. 

• Enhanced QoS: Femtocell may be deployed in association with macrocell to 

enhance quality of service. In the remote place where macrocell cannot support any 

home users, feintocell through other operator can serve that particular user in home 

environment. 

• Less battery drain: In home environment femtoce1l provides improved signal quality 

to its users which cause less battery drain for user equipments. If batter draining rate 

is low more the user equipment will remain alive. 

• Licensed spectrum: Femtocell can use the same licensed spectrum used by 

macrocell. This sharing makes femtocell more viable and cost effective for dense 

deployment of femtocellular network. 

• Reduced cellular network congestiOn: Femtocell network deployment in 

association with macrocell can offload some of the macrocell users. By doing this, 

femtocell reduces the cellular network congestion. 

• Plug and play: Fcmtocell can be used as plug and play as we can use our user 

equipments. In other words users of ferntocell do not require any kinds of training to 

use and install the femtocell. 

• Simple to deploy: Femtocell network deployment is simple as like any other home 

appliances. Femtocell deployment is not planned because of the deployment is 

controlled by the users. 
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• Lower cost: A group of small networks of femtocell may be deployed in association 

with rnacrocell. For small coverage, does not require any special user device, and uses 

shared spectrum with macrocell, cost for femtocell is small compared to macrocell. 

• No need of dual-mode terminal: Wi-Fi system requires dual mode terminal. So, 

compared to Wi-Fi system femtocell does not require any dual-mode terminal. 

2.2 Technical challenges of femtocell 

There is no such technology which does not face any problem at first deployment. 

Ferntocell technology is not out of this fact. As a new technology femtocell needs to solve the 

following technical challenges: 

• Network architecture: A proper standard for femtocell network architecture need to 

be defined. Recognizing all these benefits mentioned earlier about femtocell, different 
* 

operators, vendors, and content providers founded the Femto Fonnn, which is a 

membership organization to promote femtocell deployments worldwide. Also, 

recently some cellular operators have launched commercial femtocell products or 

have been conducting trials with femtocells. In addition to their benefits, ferntocells 

also introduce a set of basic challenges due to the following factors: 

User installation: Femtocells are installed by subscribers without special 

training or knowledge regarding antenna placement and system 

configuration. Because of this, the femtocell should be capable of self-

configuration. 

Unplanned deployment: Unlike a macro network, femtocells are deployed 

without network planning; no special consideration is given to traffic demand 

or interference to/from other cells. 

Restricted association (or restricted access): To protect the use of limited 

resources (femtocell capacity, DSL/niodem connection), femtocells may be 

configured to limit access to only a few authorized subscribers (e.g., family 

members or hotel guests). 

Legacy system support: Currently available handsets are fcrnto-unaware; 

femtocells need to support these handsets as well as femto-awarc handsets. 

Moreover, they need to interface with existing access and CNs. 

• End-to-end QoS provisioning: As femtocell coverage area is low so each femtocell 

can support very small users. Again femtocell deployment is user conolled so 

unplanned femtocell deployment causes interference problem in the system. Besides 

this, end-to-end QoS, need to be provided, for femtocell users. 

• Management of neighbor cell list: To give priority of neighbor femtocell to place in 
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neighbor femtocell list, management of neighbor femtocell list is required. This 

neighbor femtocell list is essential for seamless and controlled HO process. 

• HO management: Frequent unwanted HO control is another problem in femtocell 

deployment yet to be solved. More HO causes high probability of outage and less 

QoE for the users. 

• Interference management: To give satisfactory network services to femtocell users 

interference in the system should be low as much as possible. For this reason, 

interference management is required in femtocell network deployment. 

• Spectrum management: Spectrum is a valuable resource in wireless system. So, 

management of radio spectrum in femtocell network deployment is required. It can 

help dense femtocellular network deployment in a more cost-effective way. 

• Call admission control: Femtocell network deployment in association with MBS 
1 

demands controlling over admission of calls between these two networks. This is 

beneficial for lowering the congestions in both wireless cellular networks. 

2.3 Type of femtocell deployment with macrocell 

To protect the use of limited resources (femtocell capacity, DSL/modcm connection), 

femtocells may be configured to limit access to only a few authorized subscribers (e.g., family 

members or hotel guests). Fig. 2.2 shows the different type of ferniocell deployment in a 

simple way. Four different femtocell deployment ways such as standalone femtocell, multi-

femtocell, single network of femtoceli, and dense network of femtocell are shown in Fig. 2.2 

and discussion about these four types of femtocell deployments integrated with macrocell are 

also presented below: 

• Standalone femtocell deployment: This type of femtocell is single cell remotely 

placed outside (FAP# 29) or inside (FAP# 25) macrocell as shown in Fig. 2.2. Stand 

alone femtocell may not very responsible for high interference effect in the system 

due to their deployment density is low in a particular area. This type of femtocell 

deployment is less cost-effective to be deployed. 

• Multi-femtocell deployment: More than one but less than five standalone 

ferntocells may be called mutti-femtocell deployment as presented in Fig. 2.2. Multi-

femtocell may be placed near to each, other (FAP# 26. FAP# 27, and FAP# 28) and 

among them possibility of high interference occurrence is more than single stand 

alone femtocell. 

• Single network of femtocell deployment: A bunch of six to ten fenuocells close 

enough as shown in Fig. 2.2, to each other to form a network may be integrated with 
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MBS to support its users. This type of ferntocell deployment is responsible for 

moderate interference effect in the system because each fcmtocell in the network have 

more than one neighbor fcmtocclls in a close area and they (FAP# 17 to FAP# 24) arc 

installed in a unplanned way by the femto- users. 

• Dense network of ferntocell deployment: A group of small networks of 

ferntocell as given Fig. 2.2 may be deployed in association with MBS. Dense 

deployment of femtocell (FAP# 1 to FAP# 16) is more challenging because a lot of 

consideration about resource allocation, network planning, capital cost, interference 

effect, unwanted HOs, probability of outage, and regulatory policy are needed. 

4 
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Fig. 2.2. Example of different ferntocell deployment scenarios inside and outside of a macrocell. 
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Chapter 3 

Interference in Femtocell 

Interference between two or more feintoccils is nothing but the unwanted signal reception by 

the serving femtocell originated from other neighbor femtocells, macrocell, and user 

equipments. This interference could be managed through proper interference management 

scheme a'ong with proper frequency allocation scheme. Thus, reduces the unwanted HOs and 

probability of outage, and increases the frequency utilization. 

3.1 Scenario of interference in fenitocell 

Different sources of interferences are found in the feintocell network deployment due to 

the co-existence of macrocell and femtocells. Thus, the amount of interference depends on the 

network architecture, location of femtocells, and density of ferntocells. Based on these factors 

G <' 
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Fig. 3.1. Example of diffcrent fcmtocell interference scenarios inside and outside of a macroccll. 
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interference scenarios shown in Fig. 3.1 for the femtocell networks deployment with 

macrocell can be expilained as follows: 

Single femtocell without overlaid macrocell (scenario 1(A) of Fig. 

3.1): In this case, there is no interference effect from other femtocclls. 

Normally in very remote area, these types of connections are found. For 

example, FAP# 29 of Fig. 3.1. 

Single femtocell with overlaid macrocell (scenario 1(B) of Fig. 3.1): 

Only discrete femtocells are overlaid by macrocell. In this scenario, there 

is no femtocell to femtocell interference. Fig. 3.1 represents this type of 

interference scenario where the FAP# 25 is discrete one. 

Muiti-femtocells with overlaid macrocell (scenario 2 of Fig. 3.1): 

Discrete fcrntocells as well as very few interfering overlapping femtocells 

are overlaid by macrocell. In this situation, the receivers of MBS, MIJE, 

FAP, and FUE are affected. Fig. 3.1 shows that FAP# 17 to FAP# 24 and 

FAP# 26 to FAP# 28 are causing inter-femtocell interference as well as 

these femtocells are suffering from fcmtocell-to-macrocell interference. 

Dense femtocell with overlaid macrocell (scenario 3 of Fig. 3.1): This 

is the worst case of interference for ultimate goal of femtocell 

deployment. Lots of femtocells are deployed in a small area. In this case, 

the receivers of MBS, MUE, FAP, and FUE are affected. FAP# I to 

FAP# 16 are the examples of showing this type of interference scenario 

as given in the Fig. 3.1. 

3.1.1 Source of interference 

Since RF coverage of femtocells is not manually optimized by the cellular operator and 

deployment is generally ad hoc, RF interference issues may arise unless appropriate 

mitigation methods are utilized. Furthermore, due to the limited spectrum available to 

operators, macrocells and femtocells can share at least one frequency in order to increase 

efficiency of spectmrn use. In the following, we outline potential RF interference issues 

related to femtocell deployments. Fig. 3.2 shows a example of interference source in 

femtocell deployment. 

• Interference between macrocell and femtocells: Due to the restricted access 

requirement, femtocells can cause interference on both the UL and DL. For 

example, a femtocell installed inside near a window of a residence can cause DL 

- interference to handsets outside the house (i.e., macrocell handsets) that are not 

served by the femtocell. Home handsets that are served by a certain femtocell can 

also cause interference to the UL of macrocell handsets. 
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Fig. 3.2. Example of source of interference in femtocell integrated inacrocell. 

Again from Fig. 3.2, it can be seen that MBS# 1 causes macrocell-to-femtocell 

interference to FAP# 1, FAP# 2, and FAP# 3. 

• Inter-femtocell interference: Femtocells can also create interference to 

each other due to unplanned deployment. For example, in a multi 

apartment structure femtocells installed near a wall separating two 

-it apartment units can cause interference to neighboring apartment units. In 

such a case, the strongest femtocell for a home handset (in terms of RF 

signal strength) may not be the serving femtocell due to the restricted 

access requirement. FAP# 1 and FAP# 2 of Fig. 3.2 show inter-femtocell 

interference where FAP# I is the interference source for FAP# 2, FUE# .1 

and FUE# 3 

3.2 Effect of interference in femtocell 

Effects of interference in ferntocell are many such as signal quality degradation, outage 

problem, less QoS, and low system capacity. From Fig. 3.1 it is obvious that type of 

aggressors (source of interference) and victims (sufferer from interference) depend on 

iffeteiit stnatiovs; positions of FM', MUE, FUE, and MBS. The aggreiss(ws are mat 
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DL, macrocell UL, femtocell DL, and fenitocell UL. The victims are MUE receiver, MBS 

receiver, FUE receiver, and FAP receiver. 

I. Macrocell DL: The entire FOEs receive interference from this macrocell DL. 

Whenever the location of the femtocell is close to the MBS and FUE is located at 

the edge of the femtocell, the transmitted power from the MBS causes 

interference for the FUE receiver. All the FAPs and FUEs of scenarios 1(B), 2, 

and 3 of Fig. 3.1 suffer interference problem for the macrocell DL. 

IL Macrocell UL: FAP receiver suffers from this aggressor. Whenever the MUE is 

close to the femtocell or inside the femtocell coverage area, the transmitted UL 

signal from the MUE to MBS causes the interference for the FAP receiver. 

MUEt 3 causes this type of interference problem for FUE# 25 in scenario 1(B) of 

Fig. 3.1, and MUE# 5; MUE# 6 cause this type of interference problem for FAP# 

16; FAP# 3 and FAP# 7 in scenario 3 of Fig. 3.1, respectively. 

IlL Femtocell DL: The femtocell DL causes the interference for the MUE receiver 

and nearby FUE receiver. Whenever, a macro user is very near, or inside a 

fcmtocell coverage area, the MUE feel interference for this femtocell DL 

(scenarios 2, and 3 of Fig. 3.1). Table 3.1 shows the aggressor-victim relation in 

details. 

Table 3.1. Aggressor- victim relationship of femtocell DL interference scenario of Fig. 3.1 

Scenario number Aggressor Victim 

2 FAP# l7and FAP# 22 FUE# 4 

2 FAP#18 FUE#3 

2 FAP# 18 and FAP# 23 FUE# 5 

3 FAP#8.FAP#9, and FAP#12 FUE#11 

3 FAP# 5, and FAP# 8 FUE# 13 

3 FAP# 3, FAP# 4, and FAP# 6 FUE# 12 

3 FAP#12, FAP# 14, and FAP# 16 FUE4t9 

3 FAP# 10, FAP# 12, FAP# 15, and FAP# 16 FTJE4* 8 

3 FAP#15 FUE#7 

Also, if two or more femtocells are very close, then the FUE of one femtocell 

receives interference from the neighbor femtocell DL (shown in details in 

scenario 2 and 3 of Fig. 3.1). 

IV. Femtocell UL: Macrocell receiver and nearby FAP receiver suffer from this 

aggressor. Whenever the femtocell is close to the macrocell, the transmitted UL 

signal from the FUE to FAP causes the interference for the macrocell receiver 
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(shown in details in scenarios 1(B), 2, and 3 of Fig. 3.1). Also, if two femtocells 

are close to each other, the femtocell UL causes interference for the neighbor 

FAP receiver (shown in details in scenarios 2 and 3 of Fig. 3.1). 

3.3 Different solutions to mitigate interference effect in femtocell 

The choice of the frequency-allocation scheme to minimize the interference and to ensure 

maximal spectrum utilization should depend on the density of the femtocells and the 

relationship between the femtocells and the macrocells [2]. The dedicated frequency band 

allocation [2] is the case where the same frequency band is shared by all the femtocclls and a 

different frequency band is allocated to the macrocells; i.e., in this scheme, femtocells and 

macrocells use totally separate frequency bands. In the shared frequency band allocation 

scheme [2], the frequencies from the same spectrum can be allocated for the femtocells and 

the macrocells. In the sub-frequency band allocation scheme [21, the macrocells use the total 

system spectrum, while only part of this total frequency band can be used by the femtocells. 

In the static frequency-reuse scheme [2], the set of all total cellular frequency band 

frequencies (say, Bm) is divided into three equal parts bands (say: Brnl,Bin2, and Bni3) and 

each one of the three macrocells in a macrocellular cluster uses any one of these three 

different frequency bands. If a macrocell uses a particular frequency band, then the fcmtocells 

within that macrocell use the other two frequency bands. In the dynamic frequency-reuse 

Scheme [2], the total frequency allocation for the three macrocells in a macrocell cluster and 

the total frequency allocation for the femtocells in each of these three macrocells is similar to 

the static frequency-reuse scheme. However, as opposed to the static frequency-reuse where 

each feintocell uses only one of the two frequency bands which is not assigned to its 

underlying macrocell, in the dynamic frequency-reuse scheme, each femtocell uses two 

frequency bands. In each femtocell, one band is used in the center of the femtocell, while 

another band is used at the edge of the femtocell. The frequency bands used in the center of 

all the femtocclls of the same macrocell are the same. However, the frequency bands used in 

the edges of the various femtocells are, in general, different, to avoid the interference. The 

above frequency allocation scheme helps femtocdll deployment with less interference effects. 

Sharing of frequency cannot reduce interference effectively. It is because of continuous power 

transmission mode of typical FAP. The continuous power transmission of FAP influences the 

other receivers (such as neighbor FAP, MBS, FUE, and MUE), and try to interfere. However, 

in proposed ODSC scheme FAP power can be kept low. The low power mode of FAP can 

reduce more interference effect than only frequency allocation scheme [2].  Therefore, dense 

deployment of FAP could be implemented through ODSC scheme. 

Since femtocells operate in the licensed spectrum owned by wireless operators and share 
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this spectrum with macrocell networks [10],  limiting the cross-tier interference from femtocell 

users at a MBS is an indispensable condition for deploying femtocells in the UL. In addition, 

since a network operator cannot control the femtocell locations, femtocells need to sense the 

radio environments around them and carry out self-configuration and self-optimization of 

radio resources from the moment they are set up in by the consumer. This paper [10] proposes 

two interference mitigation strategies in which femtocell users adjust the maximum transmit 

power using an open-loop and a closed-loop technique. With the open-loop control [10],  a 

femtocell user adjusts the maximum transmit power to suppress the cross-tier interference due 

to the femtocell user, which results in the cross-tier interference less than a fixed interference 

threshold. The closed-loop control [101 adjusts the maximum transmit power of the femtocell 

user to satisfy an adaptive interference threshold based on the level of noise and UL 

interference at the MBS. Both schemes effectively compensate the UL throughput 

degradation of the existing MBS due to the cross-tier interference. Furthermore, the use of the 

closed-loop control provides femtocell throughput that is superior to that using open-loop 

control at a very low macrocell throughput cost [10]. The open loop and close loop power 

control technique depends on threshold limit of maximum transmission power. The threshold 

maximum power alone cannot reduce the interference effect properly because of FAP 

continuous power transmission mode. Here, continuous power transmission of FAP is 

responsible for wastage of power along with interference. In proposed ODSC scheme FAP 

uses two operational power modes, one mode is low power mode FTh4 and other one is high 

power mode FAM. During F1M, FAP uses low power than FAM and helps FAP operation 

with less interference. On the other hand FAP serves its users with FAM state but the duration 

of FAP service to femto-users is small in a day. Since proposed ODSC scheme serves to FUE 

with user request, so with proposed ODSC scheme very low interference effect is causing to 

both networks by FAP deployment. 

To achieve the desired performance, the following interference and mobility management 

methods need to be employed as part of the femtocell design [13]: 

Calibrations of femtocell DL transmit power to limit interference to the 

macro network while providing good coverage for the femtocell user. 

Adaptive UL attenuation at the femtocell to mitigate interference caused by a 

nearby interfering macro and/or fcmto user not controlled by the fcmtocell. 

Carrier selection for femtocells combined with inter-frequency HO for 

macrocell users to avoid inter-femto and femto-to-macro interference. 

Limiting a femtocell user's UL transmit power to minimize the interference 

caused to the UL of the macro network. 

• Basic interference models: The Fcmto Forum recently published a report that 

evaluates extreme cases of macro-femto interference based on both co-channel and 
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adjacent channel deployment [13].  The DL and UL interference is also studied using 

A. 
a "simple" model. For this model, two scenarios are considered: cell edge and cell 

site. This simple model captures the DL interference from FAP to nearby MUE and 

the UL interference from the MUE to FAP. The assumption is that the fcrnto and 

macro are on the same carrier frequency. 

• Dense urban system simulation model: For system-level simulations, [13] consider 

a dense urban deployment scenario corresponding to densely populated areas. Here 

simulation with multiple cells in the macrocell network and drop multiple apartment 

buildings in the macro network where each building has multiple floors with 10 

apartment units per floor. Each apartment unit is 10 m x 10 m and has a 1-rn-wide 

balcony. The probability that FUE is on the balcony is assumed to be 10 percent. 

Here considering drop of 2000 apartment units in each cell; 96 of them have FAPs 

installed, and 12 FAPs are simultaneously active. If an FAP is active, it will transmit 

at full power on DL; otherwise, it will transmit only the pilot (CPICH) and overhead 

channels. MUE is also dropped randomly into the macro cell such that 30 percent of 

the MUE is indoors. 

DL interference management for FAPs [13]:  Due to restricted association, unplanned 

deployment and low isolation, FAPs can cause DL interference to the macro network and 

neighboring FAPs. The following key interference management techniques are used to limit 

the DL interference of FAPs to the macro network and other FAPs while providing good 

coverage for the FAP users. As part of these methods the FAP needs to have a "sniffing" 

function that enables the PAP to perform RF measurements such as received signal strength 

indicator (RSSI), which is the total received power spectral density (also called Jo), and 

CPICH Bc/Jo, which is the ratio of the received pilot energy to the total received power 

spectral density at the user equipment (UE) on the macro and femto DL channels. 

• FAP autonomous carrier selection and inter-frequency HO for macrocell users: 

Each FAP needs to be configured for a certain carrier frequency or UMTS terrestrial 

radio access (UTRA) absolute radio frequency number (UARFCN) for operation 

[13]. Such a carrier selection mechanism depends on the particular deployment 

configuration. Analysis with the dense urban model described above shows that 

single carrier allocation to FAPs would be sufficient for most cases. However, for 

very dense deployments there could be certain amounts of inter-FAP RF interference. 

One solution for addressing the inter-femto interference issue would be to use 

multiple carriers for FAPs. For example, FAPs in neighboring apartments can be 

assigned to different frequency carriers to mitigate the potential interference 

problems. To achieve this goal, one carrier can be assigned as the "preferred" carrier 

for femtocells, and during self-calibration the FAP can pick this particular carrier 
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unless there is significant interference detected on this carrier. Otherwise, FAP can 

choose to operate on the "secondary" carrier designated for FAPs. When a macrocell 

network operates on the same carrier as FAPs, FAP-macroccil interference can result 

in a certain amount of outage and performance degradation for MUE. One solution 

for mitigating the FAP-macro interference would be to make sure the carrier(s) used 

by FAPs are not used by the macrocell network. Although this method reduces FAP-

macro interference noticeably, it is not efficient in terms of spectrum utilization, 

especially if FAP deployment density is not high. For most operators with limited 

carriers (e.g., two or three carriers), sharing the carriers between FAPs and macrocell 

network would be preferable. In this case, FAPs can be deployed on the least used 

macrocell carrier(s), and if a mobile MUE still experiences significant interference 

from an FAP, the macrocell network can perform inter-frequency HO of that MUE to 

-4 another macrocell carrier frequency. Coverage and capacity results in [13] focus on 

the case where one carrier is shared by femtocells and macrocells. Other available 

carriers are used by macrocells only. 

• FAP DL transmit power self-calibration: To limit the impact of femtocells on 

existing macrocell networks [13],  it is desired to minimize the amount of interference 

created by the FAP. On the other hand, if the FAP transmit power level is too small, 

propel-  femto coverage cannot be maintained inside the home. For example, when a 

femtocell is close to a MBS, larger transmit power levels would be required to 

provide adequate femto coverage. Thus, it is desirable to have a method to adaptively 

adjust the FAP Tx power level depending on macrocell signal levels. 

UL interference management for FAPs [13]: Due to restricted association, unplanned 

deployment and low isolation, FAPs can experience significant UL interference from nearby 

uncontrolled UE (MUE or FUE). In addition, FUE can cause UL interference to the macro 

network and neighboring FAPs. The following key interference management techniques are 

needed to mitigate the UL interference at the FAP and to limit the UL interference caused by 

FUE to the macro network and other FAPs. 

• Adaptive UL attenuation: Since the minimum coupling loss between FUE and a 

FAP can be as low as 30-40 dB [13],  FUE can cause very high signal levels at the 

FAP, from both FUE that cannot be power controlled down due to minimum UE 

transmit power limitation and out-of-cell (restricted) FUE and MUE. One solution for 

this would be to use a large noise figure value (or attenuation) at the FAP frontend to 

bring the signal to the appropriate level for further processing. However, as a result of 

the high noise figure, FUE transmit power values will increase even when there is 110 

interfering MUE, and this will result in unnecessary UL interference to MBSs. This is 

particularly important if the FAP happens to be close to a macrocell. Thus, instead of 
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simply increasing the noise figure to a constant level, it is more desirable to adjust 

FAP UL attenuation adaptively only when needed. Another scenario is when FUE is 

near a neighbor's wall and causes significant interference to the neighbor's FAP. In 

this case, applying fixcd attenuation at both FAPs will not noise level. This allows the 

FUE to be power controlled up to overcome the interference. In addition, fluctuations 

of the received signal levels must also be considered. For example, if an MUE with 

bursty UL traffic is in the vicinity of FAP, it can create large variations in the UL 

signal-to-interference ratio (Sm) of FUE connected to the same PAP. The usual 

power control loops are not designed for this situation, and unstable system operation 

can result. Here considering decaying the attenuation slowly when the 

jammer/interference source disappears. This slow decay provides robustness against 

bursty interferers in the sense that the attenuation is mostly maintained when the next 

burst arrives and the served FUE already transmits with sufficient power. 

Alternatively, the attenuation can be reduced when the interference disappears while 

the FUE power control loop still temporarily maintains the power levels of the served 

FUE. 

• Limiting FUE transmit power: As a safety mechanism and to limit the UL 

interference [13] caused by FUE to the macro network (or neighbor FAPs), the FAP 

can estimate the path loss to the nearest MBS (and/or FAP) and use this eslimate to 

limit the maximum transmit power of the FUE. The path loss to the nearest MBS 

(and/or FAP) can be estimated by the FAP by measuring the other cell's DL signals. 

The above discussion shows the strategy for interference reduction in fcmtocell network 

where FAP transmits power continuously. Proposed ODSC scheme has power switching 

mechanism from high power mode (FAM: FAP service mode for FUE) to low power mode 

(FIM: FAP self service mode) and vice-versa. This switching depends on femto-user three 

different states such as active (FUE switched-on and attempting a call), idle (FUE switched-

on only), and detached (FUE switched-off). Only active state of FUE demands for getting 

service from active FAP (FAP in FAM). Other two states cannot affect the mode switching of 

FAP in ODSC scheme. So, FAP service period is small in proposed ODSC scheme, because 

FUE does not stays the entire day time in home enviromnent in each day. During short service 

period of FAP in proposed ODSC scheme, it is more efficient scheme for dense deployment 

of feintocell with less interference effect. 

3.4 Interference effect of dense femtocell deployment in macrocell 

The dense deployment is the main issue for the proper and effective deployment of 

femtocdil network because dense deployment of fcmtocell will serve more femto-users in 
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MI3S thus, the entire wireless system interference may enhance. Since femtocell may be 

deployed without macrocell area and under macrocell area, proper frequency planning for 

both the networks is essential term to be considered for proper integration of these two 

networks. However, the proper integration of femtoccll with macrocell networks depends on 

further considerations about interference management, proper network planning, and HOs 

control between fcrntocell-to-femtoceli, femtocell-to-macrocell, and macrocell-to-femtoccll. 

Frequency of these HOs increases with increase of femtocells. More the HOs occur more the 

probability of outage happens. More outage along with HOs between the two networks and 

inter-femtocell network may cause more interference effect, which leads to degrade the signal 

quality of wireless network service to the end users. Some time the femtocell having stronger 

signal strength may not be the serving femtocell due to the restricted access and this is also a 

reason to increase the interference in the dense femtocell network. For both networks UL and 

DL interference occurs as mentioned in earlier section 3.2. Here to mitigate the more 

interference effect in dense deployment of femtocellular network integrated with macrocell 

network, this thesis proposes ODSC scheme. Where, FAP has two operational power modes 

as low-power FTM (FAP having enough power for doing measuring parameters, sniffing for 

active users purposes) and high-power FAM (FAP having enough power to serve the User). 

Dense feintocell deployment demands for intelligent self-organizing network (SON) features 

such as the main functi onal i ties of the SON architecture are: self-configuration, self-

optimization, and self-healing. The self-configuration feature allows intelligent frequency 

allocation among neighboring FAPs, maintenance of the neighboring ccli list, and support for 

mobility. The self-optimization feature optimizes the settings of transmission powers of 

neighboring FAPs, as well as other operational parameters, such as the size of the neighbor 

list. The self-healing feature supports automatic detection and resolution of major failures. A 

sniffing function is required for effective integration of femtocells into a macroccilular 

network, so that a FAP can scan the air interface and detect available frequencies and other 

network resources. Communication among neighboring FAPs, as well as between FAPs and 

the respective MES, is required to configure spectral resources and transmission powers [??]. 
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Chapter 4 

On-Demand Service Connectivity (ODSC) Scheme 

ODSC scheme is niggered by demand creation caused by active users under any active 

fenitocell. When a femto user requests to use the idle FAP or a HO request conies to an idle 

FAP then demand is created. After demand creation, a FAP become active. It is advantageous 

to keep a FAP in active and idle modes and one of the advantages is if we can keep lower 

number of active FAPs then interference effect becomes low. Since FAP activeness depends 

on demand creation so that power consumption by a FAP can be reduced in proposed ODSC 

scheme. 

4.1 Pictorial representation of FAP continuous service scheme 

Depending on three states of any FUE, Fig. 4.1 shows three scenarios of a fennocell 

network deployment with continuous service scheme or without ODSC scheme in integrated 

macrocell/fem(ocell networks. In the first scenario, there is no femto user in FAP# 1, but 

FAP# 1 is active. There are two idle femto users (FUE# 1 and FUE# 3) in FAP# 2 but FAP# 2 

is active in the second scenario. FAP# 3 is also active with a detached femto user (FUE# 2) in 

the third scenario of Fig. 4.1(a). From these three scenarios it is obvious that, in any condition 

FAPs are active. Besides this, in proposed ODSC scheme a FAP is in FAM when there is a 

demand for it. As FAP activeness is depending on demand creation so that, proposed ODSC 

scheme is called on-demand. Fig. 4.1(a) to Fig. 4.1(f) show a common scenario that MBS# 1 

is the reference MBS and FAP#1, FAP#2, and FAP# 3 remains within MBS# 1. FAP# I and 

FAP# 2 are neighbor to each other and FAP43 is stand alone FAP. All three FAPs are active 

all the time irrespective of activeness of femto-users. Both macrocell and femtocell contains 

MUEs and FUEs, respectively. However, the states of the MUEs and FUEs are changeable 

depending on their movement, network coverage, user's willingness of using the mobile 

station (MS) in different states etc., and MUEs/FUEs change of states affects in mode 

selection of a FAP. Different scenarios can be explained from Fig. 4.1(a) to Fig. 4.1(f). 

Firstly, FAP# I does not contain any femto user within its coverage area. FAP# 2 contains 

two idle FUEs (FUE# I and FUE# 3) and FAP# 3 contains one detached FUE (FUE# 2). 

MUE# 1, MUE# 2 are in active state; MUE# 3, MUE# 4 are in idle state; MUE# 5 is in 

detached state, under MBS# 1. Active MUE# 2 is moving to active FAP# 3 [Fig. 4.1(a)]. 

Secondly, active M1JE# 2 moves to the centre region of FAP# 3 service area (inner region) 

[4] and active MUE# 2 is treated as active FUE# 4 by active FAP# 3. Idle FUE# I and idle 
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Fig. 4.1. Example of the existing FAP power mode scenario. 

FUE# 3 become active in FAP# 2 coverage area. Idle MUE# 3, idle MUE# 4, and 

detached MUE# 5 can be designated as idle MUE# 2, idle MUE# 3, and detached MUE# 4, 

respectively under MBS# 1 [Fig. 4.1(b)]. Thirdly, active FUE# 4 is moving towards edge 

(Outer region) [4] of active FAP# 3. Active FUE# 3 goes to the edge of active FAP# 2 and 

near to neighbor active FAP# 1, and active FUE# 1 becomes idle FUE# 1 [Fig. 4.1(c)]. 

Fourthly, active FUE# 4 is about to leaving the edge of active FAP# 3 and moving towards 

the serving region of MBS# 1 alone. Active FUE# 3 is trying to move towards active FAP# 1 

and to do so, FGW start processing of HO related activities between active FAP# 2 and active 
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FAP# I [Fig. 4.1 (d)]. Fifthly, active FUE# 4 can he designated as active MUE# 5 under 

MBS# 1. After HO process, active FUE# 3 moves in the edge of coverage area of active 

FAN 1 [Fig. 4.1(c)]. Finally, active MUE# 5 and active FUE# 3 move to the centre of MBS# 

1 and FAP# 1, respectively [Fig. 4.1(0]. Since MBS# 1, FAP# 1, FAP# 2, and FAP# 3 are 

always in full power mode so that, macrocell-to-macrocell/femtocell and femtocell-to-

femtocell/macroccll communications exists all the time. Hence, interference effect is more in 

FAPs single power mode deployment scheme shown in Fig. 4.1. 

4.2 Pictorial representation of the ODSC scheme 

Fig. 4.2 shows proposed ODSC scheme where a FAP is not in FAM at every time 

because FAP activeness depends on demand creation. Here, demand creation depends on 

different situations. From Fig. 4.2(a) it is clear that all FAPs are in idle mode because there is 

no demand. When all active femto/macro user wants to use any idle FAP or comes to edge 

region of any idle FAP or sends request for a macrocell/femtocell-to-femtocell HO but not in 

direct connection with desired idle FAP then, requested idle FAP becomes active. For 

instance, FAN 3 becomes active due to active FUE# 4 [Fig. 4.2(b)]. So, FAP# 3 starts 

continuous power transmission. However, in idle mode, FAP# 3 transmits beacons only with 

regular interval instead of continuous power transmission. Again in proposed ODSC scheme 

it is seen from Fig. 4.2(a) that FAP# 1 has no femto user so no demand exists here and FAP# 

1 is in FIM, FAP# 2 have two idle femto users (FUE# I and FUE# 3), so without any demand 

FAN 2 is also in idle mode, FAP# 3 has a detached femto user FUE# 2), so there is no 

demand and FAP# 3 remains in idle mode and in turns interference can he reduced by keeping 

active FAP in idle mode by creating no demand siluation as explained earlier. Fig. 4.2 also 

shows the same common scenarios as explained earlier for Fig. 4.1. If we observe Fig. 4.2(a) 

minutely, it is found that, MUE# 2 is in active state and connected with reference MBS# I 

and moving towards idle FAN 3. While active MUE# 2 moves certain distance to reach very 

near to edge region of idle FAN 3, active MUE# 2 creates demand by creating a HO 

probability and idle FAN 3 becomes active so that active FAP# 3 can take active MUE4 2 as 

active FUE# 4, which is shown in Fig. 4.2(b). Fig. 4.2(b) also shows that, any idle femto user 

(FUE# 1 or FUE# 3) or both idle femto users (FUE# 1 and FUE# 3) of FAP #2 become active 

and makes idle FAN 2 into active. Fig. 4.2(c) depicts that, one of the active femto users of 

active FAN 2 of Fig. 4.2(b) becomes idle (FUE# I) and other active fenito user is moving 

towards FAP# 1, but remains in active state (FUE# 3), so that, FAP# 2 remains active. Here, 

FAP# 1 has no active femto. user, so that FAP# 1 remains in idle mode, meanwhile active 

FUE# 4 is moving towards edge region of active FAP# 3 [Fig. 4.2(c)]. But an active FUE# 3 

moves towards edge of FAP# 1 and creates a HO probability so that, FAP# 1 changes its 
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Fig. 4.2. Example of the proposed ititelligent interference management scheme with on-demand power switching 
system. 

mode from idle to active. Now, active FUE# 4 is ready to enter direct serving area under 

MBS# I [Fig. 4.2 (d)].  When active FUE# 3 fully goes to FAP# 1 then FAP# 2 has only idle 

FUE# 1 and thus active FAP# 2 becomes idle. Under MBS# 1 serving area active FUE# 4 can 

be treated as active MUE# 5 [Fig. 4.2(e)]. Active FUE# 3 is moving to the centre of active 

FAP# 1. Active MUE# 5 is moving towards centre of MBS# I [Fig. 4.2(f)]. It can be seen 

from Fig. 4.2 that, an idle .FAP is in FAM if there is a demand for it. Since there are thousands 

of FAPs in a femtocell network deployment, interference can be reduced significantly if we 

can change several active FAPs into idle FAPs. 

In proposed intelligent femtocell ODSC scheme, an active FUE always gets the pior 

notifications about the neighbor environment such as number of neighbor active FUEs and 
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power statuses of neighbor FUEs within the coverage area of same serving active FAP, 

position of serving active FAP boundary area, interfering signal level of neighbor interfering 

active FTJEs, and interfering signal level of neighbor interfering active FAPs (in dense 

deployment of femtoccll networks) from the communication among FGW, active FAP, and 

active FUE. The above mentioned information of an active FUE's neighbor environment 

helps active FAP in reducing random unwanted femtoccll-to-femtocefl/macrocell and 

macrocell-to-fcmtocell HO, interference level, probability of outage so that, serving active 

FAP can afford seamless connectivity to its serving active FUE. Thus, overall system 

performance increases and so as system capacity of femtocell equipped macrocell networks. 

4.3 Tabular representation.of the ODSC scheme and FAP continuous servke scheme 

Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 summarize the power status and communication status of all 

FAPs along with all FUEs shown in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2, respectively. Also communication 

statuses of reference NMS along with all MUEs, as well as with some FUEs are given in 

Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. Only two states (active and idle) of all FUEs and MUEs are given in 

Table 4.1. Summary of FAP(s) and macro ES(s) different status shown in Fig. 4.1 

FAPs and MBSs status Fig. 1(a) Fig. 1(b) Fig. 1(c) Fig. 1(d) Fig. 1(e) Fig. 1(f) 
Communication status of FAP# 1 FAP# FAP4 2'. FAP# 2". FAP# 2", FAN 2"', FAP4,' 2". 

FUE# 1', FTJE# 1", FUE# 1'. FUE# 1', FUE# I', FUE# 1', 
FUE# 3' FUE# 3" FUE# 3", FUE# 3" FUE# 3" FUE# 3" 
MBS# 1 MBS# 1 MBS# 1 MBS# I N4BS# 1 MBS# 1 

Power status of FAN I Active Active Active Active Active Active 
Communication status of FAP# 2 FAP# I"', FAP 1A, FAP# I", FAP# 1, FAp4t 1A,  FAP# I". 

FUE# I', FUE# I". FUE I'. FUE# I', FUE# I' FUE# I', 
FUE# 3', FUE# "  FUE# 3" FJJ 3A FUE# 3", FUE# 3". 
MBS# 1 MBS# 1 MBS# 1 MBS# 1 MBS# I MBS# 1 

Power status of FAP# 2 Active Active Active Active Active Active 
Communication status ofFAP#3 MUE#2", FUE#4", FUE# 4", FUE#4", MUE#5", MBS# I 

MBS# I MBS# I MBS# I MBS# I MBS# I 
Power status of FAP# 3 Active Active Active Active Active Active 
Communication status of MBS# 1 FAP# I", FAP1 1', FAP-# I", FAP# 1", FAP# I" FAP 1", 

FAP# 2" FAP 2", FAP# 2", FAP# 2A FAP# 2A FAP# 2A 

FAP# 3" FA1NI 3", FAP# 3", FAP# 3A FAP# 3A FAN 3", 
MtJE# I"', FUE# I'', FIJE# 3", FUE# 3" FUE# 1', FUE# 3". 
MUE# 2" FUE# 3" FUE# 4" FUE# 4", MUE# I" MUE# I"', 
MUE# 3' FUE# 4", MUE# I" MUE# 1', MUE# 21.  MUE# 21, 
MUE# 41 MUE# I". MUE# 2', MUE# 2', MUE# 3', MUE# 3' 

MUE# 2', MUE# 31 MUE# 31  MUE# 5A MUE# 5" 
MUE# 3' 

V 
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Table 4.2. Surnrniry of FAP(s) and macto BS(s) different status shown in Fig. 4.2 

FAPs and MRSs status Fig. 2(a) Fig. 2(b) Fig. 2(c) Fig. 2(d) Fig. 2(e) Fig. 2(t) 
Communication status of FAP# I None None None FUE# 3A FUE# 3", FUE# 3" 

MRS4t I MBS# I 
Power status of FAP# 1 Idle Idle Idle Active Active Active 
Communication status of FAP# 2 FUE# I', FUE# 1", FUE# 1', FUEt 1', FUE# 1', FUE# 1L  

FUE# 3' FUE# 3", FUE# 3" FLIEW 3" FUE# 3 " 

MBS# I MBS# I MBS# I 
Power status of FAP# 2 Idle Active Active Active Tdle Idle 
Communication status of FAP# 3 MUE# 2" FUE# 4", FUl# 4", FUE# 4", MUE# 5" None 

MBS# 1 MBS# I MBS# I 
Power status of FAP# 3 Idle Active Active Active Idle Idle 
Communication status of MBS# 1 MUE# 1's, FAP# 2" FAP# 2". FAP# 2', FAP# li', FAP# 1" 

MUE4t 7A FAP# 3" FAP# 3" FAP# 3" FIJE# 3" FUE# 3" 
MUE# 3', FUE# 1", FUE# 3", FUE# 3", MUE# 1", MUE# 1", 
MIJE# 41 FUE# 3". FUE# 4", FUE# 4", MUE# 2', MUE# 21, 

FUE# 4" MUE#  F", MUE4 I" MUE# 31, MUE# 31, 

MUE# 1". MUE4 2', MUE# 2', MUE# 5" MUE# 5" 
MUE# 2', MUE# 3' MUE# 31  

MUE# 31 

Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. Here, to indicate the power mode of FAPs, FUEs, and MUEs, a 

common superscript notation is used in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. Table 4.1 show that, all 

FAPs are in FAM all the time. Reference MBS# 1 always communicates with all FAPs. FAP-

to-FAP communication exists all the time whether there is any active FUE or not. So, 

interference effect is high in the single power mode FAPs deployment scheme. From Table 

4.2 it can be seen that FAPs are in active mode when they need to be active. So, without 

active FUE, any FAP (or reference FAP) goes to FIM. From Table 4.2, it can also be seen 

that, FAP# 1 of Fig. 4.2(a) to Fig. 4.2(c) and FAP# 3 of Fig. 4.2(f) have no effective 

communication with any other active FAPs, active FUEs, MBS or active MUEs so, 

communication status is "None" and power status of FAP# 1 and FAP# 3 is "Idle" here, 

respectively. Also FAP# 2 of Fig. 4.2(a), Fig. 4.2(e), Fig. 4.2(f) and FAP# 3 of Fig. 4.2(a), 

Fig. 4.2(e) has their power statuses as "Idle" mode and communication statuses are shown in 

Table 4.2. 

4.4 Basic architecture of the ODSC scheme 

The basic flow diagram of the proposed ODSC scheme is given in Fig. 4.3. Whenever, a 

new FAP is ready to be deployed (or there is any active FAP), at first, the new FAP does its 

system parameter selection job as to recognize its neighbor environment. Then the FAP 

selects its type from neighbor environment, as it is in standalone or dense femtocell 

environment. Sizing the system/network area and own coverage area is done by the FAP from 

the necessary measurements. Femtocell-to-femtocell (in dense fenitocellular system only) or 

fcmtocell-to-macrocell (in standalone/dense femtocellular system), interference analysis is 
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done with the help of FGW and neighbor environment. When an active femto user exists in 

the new FAP coverage area, the link quality between femto user and FAP, between FAP and 

4. FGW etc. are checked in order to response to a HO request of serving active FAP through 

FGW for a successful 1-10 between active FAPs or active FAP and macrocell. Now, all active 

neighbor FAPs list (in dense femtocellular system only). all active neighbor FAPs signal 

strength and all active femtocell users (under serving active FAP) distance (or position co-

ordinates) monitoring, sharing and updating are done (under same FGW) between the FGW 

and active FAP, and between the FGW and all neighbor active FAP, in order to avoid 

unwanted HOs and probability of outage, and high interference effects. When active feintocell 

user satisfies all conditions of the femtocellular system relating to successful HO process 

under serving active FAP, then active FAP is ready for initializing a HO process with the help 

of FGW, cisc HO processes aborts. Finally, optimum HO is done with lower interference 

effect. After a successful HO, the whole process repeats for other active femtocell user, 

otherwise active FAP goes to idle mode, if no active femtocell user exists therein. 

Selection of the system 
parameters 

Optimum HO with less interference 
effects 

Type selection 
(Stand alone or dense femtocell) 

Analyzing interference level to get 
optimum result of on-demand HO 

Sizing the system/network area 
Check neighbor FAP list and signal 
strength, distance to make decision 

lnter/lntra-femtocell Link quality wise on-demand HO 

interference analysis 0 process 

Fig. 4.3. flow diagram of HO mechanism with ODSC schcmc. 
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4.5 Working process of the ODSC scheme 

I Fig. 4.4 shows the basic flow diagram how an idle FAP becomes active. Here, it is 

assumed that, initially reference FAP contains no active user. So, according to proposed 

ODSC scheme this reference FAP initially should be in FIM. At first, reference FAP starts 

searching of FUE which need to be served with beacon transmit. If there is existence of any 

FUE within the coverage area of reference FAP, then the FAP starts checking FUE states such 

as active or idle. After that, if FUE is found to be active FUE, then reference FAP changes its 

mode from idle to active and serves the active FUE until it becomes idle. However, if FUE is 

detected as idle FUE by the reference FAP, and no other FUE is there to get served by this 

reference FAP, then active FAP becomes idle. During the IJE detection process, if reference 

FAP detects any active MUE within its edge region, then reference FAP waits for HO request 

to serve the M1JE. While active MUE moving from edge to centre of the reference active 

FAP, then reference active FAP gets HO request from the HO requesting active MUE and 

reference active FAP gets ready to serve that active MUE by treating active MUE as active 

FUE. After this, if reference active FAP gets no HO request, no active fcmto user is there, and 

FAP remains idle. Then repeats the whole process discussed above. 

Searching for FUE and 
FAP becomes FLM transmit beacons 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No —T0 re>_—I FAP becomes FAM 

Serve the FUE while it 
is active 

Check the FUE mode 

Yes 
Is active FUE? 

No 

FUE becomes idle 

Fig. 4.4. Flow diagram of reference FAP mode selection mechanism. 
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No 
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Yes 
ode? 

FAP becomes FAM 

t source 

MBS HO request 7.XS 

Response to FAP HO request I I Response to MBS HO request 

Successful FAP to FAP HO I I Successful MBS to FAP HO 

Serve the N_FUE Serve the MUE as MFUE 

,Ir  

Check the N_FUE mode Check the M_FUE mode
__ 

 

Is active N_E? 
Ycs Yes 

N_FUE Becomes idle MFUE Becomes idle 

I 

FAP becomes FIM FAP becomes FIM 

(4 I 

Fig. 4.5. Flow diagram of reference FAP HO response mechanism. 

Flow diagram of the 1-10 response procedure is shown in Fig. 4.5. It is assumed that, no 

active user is served by reference FAP. So, reference FAP is initially in FIM. At first, 

reference FAP starts searching HO request with beacon transmit. If reference FAP gets any 

HO request, then knowing FAP mode is an important issue. In this case, reference FAP is 

initially in FIM, so changes its mode from idle to active occurs before checking the source of 

HO request. Now, if reference FAP is initially in FAM, then reference FAP does not need to 
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change its present mode, because in that case, reference FAP has at least one active FUE 

within its coverage area and, then reference FAP starts checking the source of HO request. 

There is two possible sources from which HO request may come to reference FAP. One 

source is MBS and, the other source is neighbor FAPs. If HO request is initiated from MBS, 

then reference active FAP response to HO request in order to successful HO and here handed 

over UE is active MUE but treating as active M_FUE (M_FUE denotes FUE but handed over 

from MBS) while MUE moves from edge to centre of serving reference active FAP. This 

active M_FUE is served during its active period. Again, if UE is idle M_FUE and no other 

active FUE is there, then active FAP becomes idle. Now, if HO request is originated from 

neighbor FAP, then reference active FAP responses to HO request in order to successful HO 

and UE is active FUE but treating as active N_FUE (N_FUE denotes FUE but handed over 

from neighbor FAPs) while FUE moves from edge to centre of serving reference active FAP. 

Also this active N_FUE is served during its active period. Here, if UE is idle N_FUE and no 

other active FUE is there, then active FAP becomes idle. If no HO request is there, then 

repeats HO request searching process from beginning. 

Scarch HO request I 

requcst?2 anEyHO 

Yes 
IsIdlc FAP ? 

I No t I FAP becomes FIM I 
FAP becomes FAM 

I I Check HO request 

No[ No Yes 

pending HO request 

Yes 

Response to pending HO request k I I Response to new HO request 

Fig. 4.6. Flow diagram of reference FAP pending HO response mechanism. 
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During HO response processing time there is a possibility of multiple HO requests 

initiation from different sources for same reference FAP at the same time. In a situation, 

where both MBS and neighbor FAP sends HO request to same reference FAP but reference 

FAP responses neighbor FAP HO request first, because of acknowledging the HO request 

from any neighbor FAPs is easy and faster than acknowledging the HO request from MBS, 

while neighbor FAPs are located very close to reference PAP. From this simple case it is 

obvious that, sometimes there are possibilities that pending HO request may occur. Fig. 4.6 

depicts the basic flow diagram of pending HO request processing by any reference FAP. Here 

considering that, initially reference FAP is in idle mode with no active user. Now, at the 

beginning of the process shown in Fig. 6, reference FAP starts searching HO request with 

beacon transmit. If reference FAP detects any HO request, then reference FAP changes its 

mode according to requirement from idle to active or vice-versa and start checking HO type. 

There are two types of HO requests. Firstly, pending HO request, which is initiated from 

different source while reference FAP is acknowledging HO request not belong to that source 

atid secondly, new HO request, which is initiated from same source successively and 

reference FAP acknowledges all HO requests accordingly. If HO request is new request, then 

reference serving FAP responses to new HO request. Otherwise, if HO request is pending 

request, then reference serving FAP responses to pending HO request. If no HO request is 

there after acknowledging all HO requests, then reference FAP repeats HO request searching 

procedure with FIM or FAM depending on requirement of reference FAP present state. 

N- 
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Chapter 5 

Mathematical Model for Capacity Analysis 

There are various interference sources present in the femtocell network; in particular, among 

femtocells, and between femtocclls and macrocells. In addition, the noise is an clement of the 

wireless environment. These interferences and the noise affect the capacity of the wireless 

link. In this section, the SNIR level, throughput, and probability of activeness of a FAP 

analyses are provided. 

5.1 SNIR and capacity analysis 

The path loss model [19],  [26] used for reference macrocell is 

Lm  =36.55+26.16log10(f)-3.82tog10 (h)—[1.l{1og10(f)-0.7}(h) 
(1) 

- {1.56 log10  (j) - 0.8}] + [44.9-6.55 log10  (h,,)] logs 0(d) + 

where L is path loss exponent for reference macro-BS in dB, fue  is centre frequency of the 

macrocell in MHz, d 2  is distance between the reference rnacro-BS and the active FUE in 

kilometer, h2je  is height of mobile station in meter, h is height of macro-B S in meter, Lh  is 

shadowing standard deviation in dB. 

The path loss model [4] used for reference femtocell is 

Lr = 20log10 (f1 )+Nlog10 (d)_28 (2) 

where Lr  is path loss exponent for reference FAP in dB, fe is centre frequency of the 

femtocell in iVi Hz, dr  is distance between the reference FAP and the active FUE in meter, N 

=28 (a constant value). 

The path loss model [19],  [26] used for neighbor femtocell is 

L =20log10(f)+Nlog10 (d j )+4(nj )2 -28 (3) 

where L is path loss exponent for i-th active neighbor FAP in dB, di  is the distance between 

i-th neighbor FAP and the active FUE in meter, n1  is number of walls between the FUE and 

the i-th neighbor FAP. 

The equation of received power [19],  [26] for reference femtocell is calculated as 
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( 4)  
PR=F,lO 10 (4) 

where PR is power received by reference FAP, P is power of the signal from the reference 

FAP. 

The equations of SNIR for a user within the reference femtoccll without ODSC scheme 

(typical) [19], [26] and with ODSC scheme (proposed) are, respectively 

SNIR = 
r 

PR (5) 

.10 
'm +N 

I 

-i 

SNIRr  = 
PR 

( 4 )  
arJ,lO 10 

(6) 

where SNJRr  is signal-to-noise plus interference ratio level for a user within the reference 

FAP having typical (without ODSC scheme) power transmission mode and FAP having 

proposed (with ODSC scheme) power transmission mode, respectively, a, is activity factor 

of all interfering idle FAPs, jrn is total power of the interference from all of the interfering 

macrocells, N is total power of the received noise. 

The equations of SNIR for a user within the neighbor femtocell without ODSC scheme 

(typical) [19], [26] and with ODSC scheme (proposed) are, respectively 

SNIR = PR (7) N,  
F1O'°  +I,,1 +N 

i=1 

SNIR. = PR (8) N,  

a1 F,10 10•+I+N 
i=l 

where SNIR1  is signal-to-noise plus interference ratio level for a user within the i-th active 

neighbour FAP having typical (without ODSC scheme) power transmission mode and FAP 

having proposed (with ODSC scheme) power transmission mode, respectively, a1  is activity 

factor of i-th interfering active FAP, NF is total number of neighbor FAPs, N is total power 

of the received noise. 

Assuming that the spectmms of the transmitted signals are spread, we can approximate the 
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interference as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The Shannon equation [41 for 

capacity is known as 

C =Wlog2 (l+SNIR) (9) 

where C is the capacity used in Shannon equation in bps/Hz, W is the bandwidth used in 

Shannon equation in Hz. 

5.2 Probability of outage analysis 

In general, the probability of outage of a FUE is calculated [4] as 

POUtfi, =P(SNIR<r0 ) (10) 

4 where ) is the probability of outage of an active FUE within FAP having typical (without 

ODSC scheme) power transmission mode, 7 is a threshold value of SNIR below which 

there is no acceptable reception in FAP coverage area. 

In proposed ODSC scheme, the probability of outage of a FUE is calculated as 

=PAPr (SNIR<Yo) (11) 

where Pis the probability of outage of an active FUE within FAP having proposed (with 

ODSC scheme) power trañsmission mode, PA  is the probability of activeness of a FAP. 

Considering in typical scheme reference active femtocell and interfering reference 

macrocell, the probability of outage can be expressed [4] as 

_ & 

e SNJR, 
i4f 

J 
(12) 

0  >+1+N) 

=[1_e PP

J 

where P is the probability of outage of an active FUE under coverage area of reference 

active FAP in single power mode FAP deployment with all neighbor active FAPs. 

Considering in proposed scheme reference active femtocell and interfering reference 

macrocell, the probability of outage can be expressed as 



Tn 

0 0 I SNIR 
oui 'A 

10 

'1 

(13) 

=P I — e 

where P01  is the probability of outage of an active FUE under coverage area of reference 

active FAP in dual power mode FAP deployment with all neighbor idle FAPs. 

Considering in typical scheme all the interfering neighbor active femtocells and 

interfering reference rnacrocell, the probability of outage can be expressed [4] as 

4 e SR 

(14) 
LU +I,+N) 

where i is the probability of outage of an active FUE under coverage area of reference 

active FAP in single power mode FAP deployment with all neighbor active FAPs. 

Considering in proposed scheme half of all the interfering neighbor active femtocells and 

interfering reference macrocell, the probability of outage can be expressed as 

= A - ei] 

(15) 
_-j -(a ,IO0 +1, +N) 

"A 1—e R 

where 1 is the probability of outage of an active FUE under coverage area of reference 

active FAP in dual power mode FAP deployment with all neighbor active FAPs. 

5.3 Probability of activeness of a FAP analysis 

The FUE state defines the average duration (T0 ) of any FAP active mode. We can define 

maximum probability (1ax)  of all FAPs active mode when number of K users use discrete 

time while using a particular FAP as 
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INUTUV 
P.  = 24N' 

~ 24NJ 
(16) 

1, NuTay ~! 24N. 

where P is the maximum probability of activeness of all active FAP, Taj,  is the average 

service time per day per user in hour, N  is the maximum number of total users. 

Assume maximum K number of users can be supported by any FAP. Probability of 

serving FUE is 

PI =P2 = ... =1 j =, 1:~j:~K (17) 

where Pj  is the probability of j number of FUE which is connected with active FAP. 

The probability of not serving any FUE by any FAP is 

(18) 

where P1  is the probability of idle FAP which serves no user. 

Now probability that any FAP is in active mode is 

K 
1, 24NFK NTav J 

PA 
J=1 (19) 

I  

1 K K 
f NT', 24NFK> T NT 

24NFK j=1 1=1 
 

where PA  is the probability of activeness of a FAP. 
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Chapter 6 

Simulation Results 

In this section, by using Matlab simulation results of SNIR level, throughput, and probability 

of activeness of a FAP are provided. Table 6.1 summarizes the values of the parameters that 

are used in analysis. Femtocell in the multistoried building or home environment and the 

overlaid macrocell are deployed through dynamic frequency-reuse scheme are assumed. 

Table 6.1. Summary of the parameter values used in analysis 

Parameter Value 
Femtocdil coverage area 10 in [4] 
Distance between the FAP and active FIfE 5 in 

Distance between two FAP centers 20 ni 
Carrier frequency 1800 MHz [4] 
Transmit signal power by the macrocellular BS 1.5 kW [4] 
Transmitted signal power by a FAP 15 mW [41 
Height of a macrocellular BS 100 m [41 
Height of a FAP 2 in 

Threshold value of SNIR at FAP inner boundary region for active FUE (ç)  12.55 dB 
Threshold value of SNIR at FAP outer boundary region for active FUE (70) 8.21 dB 
Noise power (N) 6.9882x I 0 mW 
Number of walls between the active FUE and the i-th neighbor FAP (n) I (for V tier), 2 (for 2 d tier) [4] 
Number of neighbor FAPs (NF) for SNIR and throughput analyses 30(for SNIR, throughput), 50(for PA) 
Activity factor for reference FAP (ar) 0 (for FtM), 1 (for PAM) 
Activity factor for neighbor FAP (ai) 0 (for FliM), I (for FAM) 

6.1 SNIR comparison 

Fig. 6.1 shows the SNIR analysis with (a) probability that a neighbor FAP is in active 

mode, (b) number of neighbor active FAPs. Probability zero means no neighbor FAP is in 

active mode in proposed ODSC scheme [Fig. 6.1(a)]. For instance, probability factor 0.4 

indicates total number of active FAPs is 12 out of 30 neighbor active FAPs. When all FAPs 

are in active mode i.e. single power mode FAPs deployment scheme, then probability factor is 

always unity. From the Fig. 6.1(a), it can be seen that, when probability factor is zero, then 

SNIR is at maximum level for proposed ODSC scheme and for other scheme its value is 

always constant. At the unity probability factor, the SNIR for both cases are equal. The 

performance curve of proposed ODSC scheme is always higher than other performance curve, 

but both curves intersect only at unity probability factor point. More SNIR means better the 

signal quality for serving any active FUE and SNIR varies in proposed ODSC scheme in 
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Fig. 6.1. SNIR analysis with (a) probability that a neighbor FAP is in active mode, (b) number of neighbor active 
FAPs. 

accordance with probability of neighbor active FAPs. So, lower interference effect can be 

achieved. In proposed ODSC scheme [Fig. 6.1(b)] maximum and minimum SNIR occurs at 

zero and fifteen (randomly chosen) neighbor active FAP point, respectively, depicts the wide 

range of throughput variation. But the performance curve with single power mode FAPs 
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deployment scheme is a straight line with a constant throughput value. The performance curve 

-1 
of proposed ODSC scheme is always above than the other curve. The higher value of SNIR in 

ODSC scheme provides less interference effect in serving any active FUE by reference active 

FAP. 

6.2 Throughput comparison 

Fig. 6.2 shows the throughput analysis with (a) probability that a neighbor FAP is in active 

mode, (b) number of neighbor active FAPs. Performance curve [Fig. 6.2(a)] of proposed 

ODSC scheme is higher than that of the performance curve where all FAPs are always active. 

Throughput of proposed ODSC scheme varies in accordance with number of neighbor active 

FAPs, but for other scheme it is constant. More throughput means higher capacity per head 

user and hence, it varies in proposed ODSC scheme in accordance with probability factor of 

active FAPs. So, better QoS can be ensured. The throughput performance curve [Fig. 6.2(b)] 

follows the SNIR performance curve shown in Fig. 6.1(b). Hence, in proposed ODSC 

scheme maximum throughput per head user gives femtocell user connectivity with higher 

capacity. So, better QoS can be ensured with proposed ODSC scheme. 

All four performance curves in Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2 show that, the radio resource used is 

variable in accordance with number of active FAPs. So, intelligent interference management 

system is ensured efficiently because when all FAPs are in FIM, then very low power is 

consumed by all FAPs. 
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Fig. 6.2. Throughput analysis with (a) probability that a neighbor FAP is in active mode, (b) number of neighbor 
active FAPs. 

6.3 Probability of outage observation 
-p 

Fig. 6.3 shows the probability of outage of an active FUE under reference active FAP for 

K=l with (a) all neighbor idle FAPs, (b) 50% neighbor idle FAPs. Fig. 6.3(a) shows the 
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probability of outage of an active FUE under coverage area of reference active FAP of dual 

power mode with all neighbor idle FAPs and single power mode with all neighbor active 

FAPs, respectively. Here, probability of outage of single power mode reference active FAP is 

initially very low and it increases gradually because all neighbor FAPs are active. However, 

probability of outage curve for dual power mode reference active FAP remains almost near 

the zero probability line because of all neighbor FAPs are in idle mode and always less than 

other scheme curve. Fig. 6.3(b) shows the probability of outage of an active FUE under 

coverage area of reference active FAP of dual power mode with 50% neighbor idle FAPs and 

single power mode with all neighbor active FAPs, respectively. Here, probability of outage of 

an active FUE under coverage area of single power mode reference active FAP is same as that 

shown in Fig. 6.3(a), but probability of outage curve in dual power mode reference active 

FAP is more than that of Fig. 6.3(a). 
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Fig. 6.3. Probability of outage of an active FUE under reference active FAP for K=l with (a) all neighbor idle 
FAPs, (b) 50% neighbor idle FAPs. 

6.4 Probability of activeness of a FAP observation 

Fig. 6.4 shows the probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=l and FUE=30 with (a) 

average active period of each FUE at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 
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8 hrs for each FUE at a day. From Fig. 6.4, it can be seen that, all FAP support one (as K1) 

I 
FUE. Fig. 6.4(a) shows the probability of FAP activeness curve, increasing in nature and 

becomes unity after a certain period for proposed ODSC scheme. The probability curve of 

other scheme is always unity. The probability of FAP activeness curve [Fig. 6.4(b)] of 

proposed ODSC scheme decreasing in nature with increasing number of FAPs and never 

touches the unity probability curve of single power mode FAPs deployment scheme. 

JI 
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Fig. 6.4. Probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=1 and FUE30 with (a) average active period of each FUE 
at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 8 hrs for each FUE at a day. 

Fig. 6.5 shows the probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=3 and FTJE=30 with (a) 

average active period of each FUE at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 

Wd 8 hrs for each FUE at a day. From Fig. 6.5, it can be seen that, all FAP support one (as K=3) 

FUE. Fig. 6.5(a) shows the probability of FAP activeness curve, increasing in nature and 

W. 



never becomes unity after a certain period for proposed ODSC scheme. The probability curve 

-r 
of other scheme is always unity. The probability of FAP activeness curve [Fig. 6.5(b)] of 

proposed ODSC scheme dccreasing in nature with increasing number of FAPs and never 

touches the unity probability curve of single power mode FAPs deployment scheme. 
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Fig. 6.5. Probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=3 and FUEz30 with (a) average active period of each FUE 
at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 8 hrs for each FUE at a day. 

Fig. 6.6 shows the probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=6 and FUF=30 with (a) 
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average active period of each FUE at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 

-f 
8 hrs for each FUE at a day. From Fig. 6.6, it can be seen that, all FAP support one (as K=6) 

FUE. Fig. 6.6(a) shows the probability of PAP activeness curve, increasing in nature and 

never becomes unity after a certain period for proposed ODSC scheme and below the 

performance curve shown in Fig. 6.5(a). The probability curve of other scheme is always 

unity. The probability of PAP activeness curve {Fig. 6.6(b)} of proposed ODSC scheme 

decreasing in nature with increasing number of FAPs and never touches the unity probability 

curve of single power mode FAPs deployment scheme. 
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Fig. 6.6. Probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=6 and FUE=30 with (a) average active period of each FUE 
at a day, (b) number of FAT's for average active period of 8 hrs for each FUE at a day. 

Fig. 6.7 shows the probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=1 and FUE=50 with (a) 

average active period of each FUE at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 

7 8 hrs for each FUE at a day. From Fig. 6.7, it can be seen that, all FAP support one (as K=l) 

FUE. Fig. 6.7(a) shows the probability of FAP activeness curve, increasing in nature and 

becomes unity after a certain period for proposed ODSC scheme. The probability curve of 
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other scheme is always unity. The probability of FAP activeness curve Fig. 6.7(b)] of 

proposed ODSC scheme decreasing in nature with increasing number of FAPs and never 

touches the unity probability curve of single power mode FAPs deployment scheme. 
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Fig. 6.7. Probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=l and FUE=50 with (a) average active period of each FTJE 
at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 8 hrs for each FUE at a day. 

Fig. 6.8 shows the probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=3 and FUE=50 with (a) 

average active period of each FUE at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 
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8 hrs for each FUE at a day. From Fig. 6.8, it can be seen that, all FAP support three (as K=3) 

I 
FUEs. Fig. 6.8(a) shows the probability of FAP activeness curve, increasing in nature and 

stays below unity probability of FAP activeness point for proposed ODSC scheme. The 

probability curve of other scheme is always unity. Fig. 6.8(b) also shows the same 

characteristics as given by Fig. 6.7(b), but starting or maximum probability of FAP activeness 

point is almost half of that as shown in Fig. 6.8(b). 
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Fig. 6.8. Probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=3 and FUE=50 with (a) average active period of each FUE 
at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 8 Firs for each FUE at a day. 

Fig. 6.9 shows the probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=6 and FUE=50 with (a) 

average active period of each FUE at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 

OW 8 hrs for each FUE at a day. From Fig. 6.9, it can be seen that, all FAP support one (as K=6) 

FUE. Fig. 6.9(a) shows the probability of FAP activeness curve, increasing in nature and 

never becomes unity after a certain period for proposed ODSC scheme and below the 
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performance curve shown in Fig. 6.8(a). The probability curve of other scheme is always 

-r 
unity. The probability of PAP activeness curve [Fig. 6.9(b)] of proposed ODSC scheme 

decreasing in nature with increasing number of FAPs and never touches the unity probability 

curve of single power mode FAPs deployment scheme and below the performance curve 

shown in Fig. 6.8(b). 
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Fig. 6.9. Probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=6 and FUE=50 with (a) average active period of each FUE 
at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 8 hrs for each FUE at a day. 
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Fig. 6.10 shows the probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=1 and FUE=80 with (a) 

average active period of each FUE at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 

8 hrs for each FUE at a day. From Fig. 6.10, it can be seen that, all FAP support one (as K=1) 

FUE. Fig. 6.10(a) shows the probability of FAP activeness curve, increasing in nature and 

becomes unity after a certain period for proposed ODSC scheme. The probability curve of 

other scheme is always unity. The probability of FAP activeness curve [Fig. 6.10(b)] of 

proposed ODSC scheme decreasing in nature with increasing number of FAPs and never 

touches the unity probability curve of single power mode FAPs deployment scheme. 
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Fig. 6.11 shows the probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=3 and FUE=80 with (a) 

average active period of each FUE at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 

8 hrs for each FUE at a day. From Fig. 6.11, it can be seen that, all FAP support one (as K=3) 

FUE. Fig. 6.11(a) shows the probability of FAP activeness curve, increasing in nature and 

becomes unity with delayed than shown in Fig 6.10(a) after a certain period for proposed 
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ODSC scheme. The probability curve of other scheme is always unity. The probability of 

FAP activeness curve [Fig. 6.11(b)] of proposed. ODSC scheme decreasing in nature with 

increasing number of FAPs and never touches the unity probability curve of single power 

mode FAPs deployment scheme and this curve is below the performance curve shown in Fig. 

6.10(b). 
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Fig. 6.12 shows the probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=6 and FUE=80 with (a) 

average active period of each FUE at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 

8 hrs for each FUE at a day. From Fig. 6.12, it can be seen that, all FAP support one (as K=6) 

FUE. Fig. 6.12(a) shows the probability of FAP activeness curve, increasing in nature and 

becomes unity with more delayed than curve shown in Fig. 6.11(a) after a certain period for 

proposed ODSC scheme. The probability curve of other scheme is always unity. The 

probability of FAP activeness curve [Fig. 6.12(b)] of proposed ODSC scheme decreasing in 

nature with increasing number of FAPs and never touches the unity probability curve of 

single power mode FAPs deployment scheme and much below than the curve shown in Fig. 

6.11(b). 
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Fig. 6.12. Probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=6 and FIJE=80 with (a) average active period of each FUE 
at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 8 hrs for each FUE at a day. 

Fig. 6.13 shows the probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=l and FUE=100 with 

(a) average active period of each FUE at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period 

'1 of 8 hrs for each FUE. at a day. From Fig. 6.13, it can be seen that, all FAP support one (as 

K=1) FUE. Fig. 6.13(a) shows the probability of FAP activeness curve, increasing in nature 

and becomes unity after a cert.ain period which is earlier than, that shown in Fig. 6.7(a) for 



proposed ODSC scheme. The probability curve of other scheme is always unity. The 

probability of FAP activeness curve [Fig. 6.14(b)] of proposed ODSC scheme which is much 

higher than, that shown in Fig. 6.7(b), after a certain period it touches the unity probability 

curve of other scheme and, then decreasing in nature with increasing number of FAPs. 
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Fig. 6.14 shows the probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=3 and FUE100 with 
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(a) average active period of each FUE at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period 

T 
of 8 hrs for each FUE at a day. From Fig. 6.14, it can be seen that, all FAP support one (as 

K=3) FUE. Fig. 6.14(4) shows the probability of FAP activeness curve, increasing in nature 

and becomes unity alter a certain period which is delayed than, that shown in Fig. 6.13(a) for 

proposed ODSC scheme. The probability curve of other scheme is always unity. The 

probability of FAP activeness curve [Fig. 6.14(b)] of proposed ODSC scheme which is much 

lower than, that shown in Fig. 6.13(b), after a certain period it touches the unity probability 

curve of other scheme and, then decreasizg in nature with increasing number of FAPs. 
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Fig. 6.14. Probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=3 and FUE=lOO with (a) average active period of each 
FUE at a day. (b) number of FAPs for average active period of 8 hrs for each FUE at a day. 

Fig. 6.15 shows the probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=6 and FUE=100 with 

(a) average active period of each FUE at a day, (b) number of FAPs for average active period 

of 8 hrs for each FUE at a day. From Fig. 6.15, it can be seen that, all FAP support six (as 

K=6) FUEs. Fig. 6.15(a) shows the probability of FAP activeness curve, increasing in nature 

and becomes unity after a certain period which is more delayed than, that shown in Fig. 
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6.14(a) for proposed ODSC scheme. The probability curve of other scheme is always unity. 

Fig. 6.15(b) also shows the same characteristics as given by Fig. 6.14(b), but starting or 

maximum probability of FAP activeness point is just lower than, that shown in Fig. 6.14(b). 
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Fig. 6.15. Probability of FAP activeness analysis for K=6 and FUE-- 100 with (a) average active period of each 

-r FUE at a day, b) number of FAPs for average active period of 8 hrs for each FUE at a day. 

Fig. 6.3(a) depicts very small probability of outage near edge region of reference active 

FAP for proposed ODSC scheme when reference active FAP supports one FUE with all 
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neighbor idle FAPs. Fig. 6.3(b) shows, that the probability of outage of a FUE increases under 

reference active FAP when number of neighbor idle FAPs decreases near edge region of 

reference active FAP in proposed ODSC scheme. But for other scheme probability of outage 

is more due to all neighbor FAPs are always in active mode. Fig. 6.4(a), 6.5(a), 6.6(a), 6.7(a), 

6.8(a), 6.9(a), 6.10(a), 6.11(a), 6.12(a), 6.13(a), 6.14(a), and 6.15(a) reveals that when FAPs 

support more FUEs, more time requires reaching the maximum probability point in proposed 

ODSC scheme. Fig. 6.4(b), 6.5(b), 6.6(b), 6.7(b), 6.8(b)7  6.9(b), 6.10(b), 6.11(b), 6.12(b), 

6.13(b), 6.14(b), and 6.15(b) shows, that the probability of activeness increases when number 

of FAP are less for fixed (say, 8 hrs) average service period. 

Proposed ODSC scheme shows [Fig. 6.3 to Fig. 6.151 less interference effect due to small 

probability of outage and probability of FAP activeness than other scheme, always having 

probability of activeness of a FAP at maximum point. Hence, ODSC scheme provides more 

use of valuable one of the radio resources such as frequency with seamless connectivity. 
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Chapter 7 

'1 

Conclusions 

Femtocellular network system is a small and low cost alternative for meeting the deniand of 

increasing data traffic in existing cellular networks. The wireless engineering community has 

been searching for low-cost indoor coverage solutions since the beginning of mobile 

networks. Femtocellular network technology is one of such solutions. The FAPs enhance the 

service quality for the indoor mobile users. Some key advantages of femtocellular network 

technology are the improved coverage, reduced infrastructure as well as the capital costs, low 

power consumption, improved SNIR level at the MS, and improved throughput. Femrocells 

operate in the spectrum which is licensed for cellular service providers thus, it can provide 

high performance. Here, the key feature of the femtocell technology is that, user do not 

require any new FUE. Femtocellular technology does not use any dual mode terminal, but 

WLAN uses dual mode terminal. One of the key advantages of the femtocellular technology 

is that, it uses the similar frequency bands which is used by the macrocellular networks, thus 

there is no need to introduce new user equipment. However, the use of the same frequency 

spectrum can also cause interference if no necessary interference management scheme is 

introduced into the network design, infrastructure, and the 1imre extension plan. 

7.1 Discussion and recommendations 

Femtocefl overview along with its advantages, technical challenges and type of 

deployments in macrocell network are given in details at beginning of this thesis paper. Then 

interference related issues such as interference scenarios, source of interference, effects of 

interference in femtocell deployment are provided. Also the solutions to mitigate interference 

are discusses along with effect of interference of the dense femtocell deployment in 

macrocell. After these, proposed ODSC schemeis introduced. With the proposed ODSC 

scheme interference effects can be managed intelligently than typical management technique 

because here this thesis proposes a new approach, where a FAP has low-power FIM and high-

power FAM operations. Next mathematical model used for analysis of SNIR and capacity, 

probability of outage, and probability of activeness of a FAP are given. While FAPs are in 

idle mode, all the FAPs uses very low power and in the active mode case here, probability 

factor is considered, and compare proposed ODSC scheme performances with Continuous 

power transmission mode FAPs (conventional FAPs) deployment scheme performances 

(always 100% neighbor FAPs are active) for SNIR and throughput calculation. Probability of 
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outage analyses shows almost zero probability of outage for all neighbor idle FAPs and a 

small increase of probability of outage for 50% neighbor idle FAPs case, respectively with 

proposed ODSC scheme. Probability of outage observation curve of other scheme is always 

higher than proposed ODSC scheme performance curve. From the probability of activeness of 

a FAP analyses for different conditions, proposed ODSC scheme shows small probability of 

FAP activeness. Here, small probability of FAP activeness means less interference effect 

which implies that, better frequency utilization can be ensured than conventional FAPs 

deployment scheme. Then the simulation results are done by Matlab of SNIR, throughput has 

presented, and also the observations of probability of outage along with probability of 

activeness of a FAP are given. For all cases proposed ODSC scheme performance shows 

better performance and hence, ensures higher QoS, less power consumption due to two 

operational modes of FAP, which is an intelligent way to reduce the interference effect, and 

lower unwanted HO and probability of outage by ODSC scheme. From the probability of 

activeness of a FAP observation, it is obvious that power consumption of FAPs is reduced 

significantly with proposed ODSC scheme. But only limitation of the proposed scheme is 

that, when all FAPs are in active mode then the proposed and conventional schemes are same 

in nature. However, this situation is least likely to be possible for the femtocell network with 

small duration. Thus, FAP with proposed ODSC scheme contributes to less interference 

problem and this proposed scheme is recommended to use where femtocell is required 

densely. 

7.2 Future work 

For more improved technological support to FtJE from FAP, more user supporting 

capability with less interference effect is the basic requirement of future densely deployed 

femtocclls. Here, maximum six numbers of supported FUEs by each FAP is considered with 

proposed ODSC scheme. As future work further analysis is required to increase the maximum 

supporting number of FUE by each FAP. 
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